
The Financial Incentive to Murder and Poison
American Children
There are more deaths from vaccines than from the diseases they are said to prevent.
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In an April 16th interview with Polly Tommey, Dr. Paul Thomas, explained how the
American medical establishment incentivizes pediatricians to fully vaccinate their
young patients, and fines them if they don’t. Vaccinations that have been proven to
cause more death and harm than the diseases they are said to be preventing.
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“Well, as other practices started kicking people out of their 
practices if they weren't following the CDC schedule, I was getting 
more and more families who didn't want to do any vaccines. Which was 
fine with me. So we took an entire month of every single billing 
sheet. And on every visit, on the back of that, our providers would 
mark off what vaccines we recommend according to the CDC schedule. 
Families could decline them. And then our billing department, 
insurance company by insurance company, vaccine by vaccine, we looked 
at how much money was being lost for vaccines that were refused, just 
the admin fee.

So there's three main ways you make money off of vaccines in 
pediatrics. The number one is the admin fee. And you get about, it 
depends on the insurance company, every contract's different, but I 
would average it out to say about $40 for the first antigen and $20 
for each subsequent antigen. So let's just say a two month well baby 
visit. There’s a DPT. That's three shots, three antigens. Hib, 
Prevnar, HepB, Polio, Rotavirus, six shots, eight antigens, about 
$240. Thank you for giving those shots. Multiply that by the fact 
that I was getting 30 to 40 newborns per month. They're coming in 
repeatedly at two months, four months, six months, nine months, 
twelve months, fifteen, eighteen months, and age two. So we looked at 
the admin fee loss and from my practice that was billing at that 
time, about 3 million gross, we were losing a million dollars, over a 
million dollars, in vaccines that were refused. So you cannot stay in 
business if you're not giving, pretty close to the CDC schedule. It 
just doesn't pencil out economically at all.

But let me tell you about the other two ways we make money from 
vaccines. One is the markup. That's,that's small. They don't allow a 
lot of profit on vaccines as far as markups. But they do this thing 
called incentives or bonuses. And it's called a “Quality Bonus.” Well 
in pediatrics, one of the main quality measures is how well you 
vaccinate. Isn't that interesting? It has nothing to do with how 
healthy your kids are. Like when I studied my vaxed vs unvaxed 
patients, the unvaxed were so incredibly healthy. They rarely got 
sick. They rarely would end up in an emergency room or in a hospital 
or with any chronic condition. So being unvaxed results in very 
healthy kids who don't use a lot of medical dollars. Every health 
system should want that. But it's reversed, it's all flipped, It's 
bizarre.

You're supposed to have had your kids up to date about 80% of them by 
age two. Guess what percentage of my population was at fully 
vaccinated at age two? 1%. The goal is 80%. So Doctor Paul gets an F 
minus. Basically what that means is not only do I not get paid the 
normal amount for everything else we do in the office, I get dinged 
maybe 10 or 15% off of those RVUs, relative value units, that are 
ascribed. To everything you do in medicine is given a value. If you 
do very well on your quality measures, you're a really good 
vaccinator, you may get an additional 10% on everything you do in 
your office. That's huge.

SIDs is sudden infant death syndrome. When you hear the word 
syndrome, it means we don't know what it is. We don't know what 
causes it. Well, we actually have a pretty good clue because there 
are six data sets. Studies that looked at SIDs when that infant died, 
relative to when they got a vaccine. In one data set, 97% were in the 
first ten days after the vaccine. For the six other studies, a couple 
of them showed that 50% of the deaths happened in the first week. But 
75 to about 90% of those deaths are happening in the first week after 
vaccines in all these studies. We've known this for decades. The 
countries that have the most infant vaccines have the highest infant 
mortality. Guess where the US stands? We are number one in infant 
vaccines. We are number one in industrial countries for infant 
mortality.

There's a document, 450 page legal document, that has tables showing 
for every single disease for which we have a vaccine, there are more 
deaths from the vaccine
than there are from the disease for which we have that vaccine.”
~ Dr. Paul Thomas
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Shut down the entire childhood vaccine program!!
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Elizabeth Dangling Over The Edge of Insan… May 16 · edited May 16

Agreed!

_________________________

(can't snag a separate comment box - apologies)

__________________________

"So we looked at the admin fee loss and from my practice that was billing at that time, about

3 million gross, we were losing a million dollars, over a million dollars, in vaccines that were

refused."

There is a different way to frame this. You are not loosing this huge sum by stepping outside

the system, you just aren't 'earning' it.

"So you cannot stay in business if you're not giving, pretty close to the CDC schedule. It just

doesn't pencil out economically at all."

Again frame it differently.

If your practice is set up to have babies coming in at such regular intervals, which I would say

is not needed, and you have a large staff to accommodate this. And a large office as well.

You need to change the model and downsize.

Change the model, help parents be more independent in taking care of their children. Teach

how to deal with fevers (by allowing them to run their course and do their healing)... etc. etc..

And I would guess, without vaccinations the population is healthier and not in need of such

regular visits.

Downsize your practice.

And downsize the way you live.
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That's just giving in.
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No it’s not. It’s being a smart business person with integrity!
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Leisa May 16

Absolutely!
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I suddenly don't have the option to 'like' a comment.

So, 

❤

 like.
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Leisa May 21

Thank you

😘

I hope your 'like' returns, but I don't mind the 

❤

 at all!
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❤
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I don't follow you.

Do you want to expand on what you're saying?

Edit to add *my comment came through 3x's, so I deleted 2
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Dina Barzilai Dina’s Substack May 19

he's not in practice any more is my understanding
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Do you know why?
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Dina Barzilai Dina’s Substack May 19

targeted by medical board of Oregon and suing them. I think i recall he started

a non profit ? i don't remember the details but i'm sure they are easily found.
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Thanks Dina.
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Franklin O'Kanu Unorthodoxy May 16

Medical Truth! I 100% agree and I’m a pharmacist! You may like this article on reimagining

medicine: https://unorthodoxy.substack.com/p/reimagining-medicine
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Thanks for sharing Franklin! Two books you may be interested in reading is "Nature's

Answer to Cancer" by Rick Simpson and the second is by Dr. Bonni Goldstein called

Cannabis is Medicine! There is a reason why the Rockefeller's pushed to make

Hemp/Cannabis illegal as a Schedule I Narcotic.
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Franklin O'Kanu Unorthodoxy May 16

Thanks so much! Just subscribed and I’m looking forward to checking these out!

Together we can reimagine medicine for the better!
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There should have been more than enough research by now to understand, which

strains of cannabis are most effective for which maladies and which sexes and

ages.

WE COULD VERY WELL HAVE THE SPECIFIC CANNABIS STRAIN INGREDIENTS IN

ASTHMA-LIKE PUFFERS THAT PEOPLE COULD DOSE PRECISELY WITH AND NOT

NEED TO RESORT TO INACCURATE DOSING THROUGH SMOKING AND EATING

IT.

* If anyone looks at the DARK-FIELD MICROSCOPY (Allopathic Medicine cannot

use these microscopes, which show what living cells and pathogens are doing in

real time… allopathic medicine only looks at dead, preserved cells for diagnostics)

EXTREMELY WORRISOME, SELF-ASSEMBLING, NANO-TECHNOLOGY that Dr. Ana

Mihalcea MD, PhD and her collaborators in Australia/New Zealand, La Quinta

Columna (Spain), Dr. R. Young ND, PhD and numerous others the world over, they

will be shocked to their core about what the Cov-19 jabbed and even unjabbed (the

unjabbed seem to have been contaminated by shedding/tramission by those that

didn’t heed so many people's, scientists, medical doctors and loved one’s pleas

with plenty of reference material and studies and globalist cabal manifestos proving

these injections were NOT FOR HUMANITIES' BENEFIT!

THEY WERE/ARE *BIO-TECHNOLOGICAL WEAPONS* ACCORDING TO MEDICO-

LEGAL DEFINITIONS.

THE COV-19 jabs have been surreptitiously put into all the childhood vaccines

which are more than dangerous on their own.

Our bodies are actually building microchip like nano devices and is turning our

human tissues into Bio-Sythetically formed tissues. We are being turned into

Transhumanist Sythetic Cyborgs (these people are legally termed 'Homo Borg

Genesis' and are apparently the property of those evil cabalists (Bill Gates,

Rothschild’s, Rockefeller's, Soros' …..) that changed much of humanities DNA!
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I interviewed Dr. Anna Maria Mihalcea, M.D. early on with my podcast at

www.MedicalTruthPodcast.com, and one of the early adopters of the

Transhumanism program was Dr. Sherry Tenpenny and Dr. Carrie Madej, and

you are 100% correct on your information gathering; as for Cannabis there has

been this fight for who is going to control and tax the industry Big Pharma vs.

Recreational Use and that is why it is in Limbo as to whether or not it should

move from a Schedule I to Schedule III. There is enough empirical data to

support the many benefits of the compounds found in Cannabis. The corrupt

Rockefeller family are the ones who villainized Cannabis because they could

not patent it.
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Gabriella May 18

How is cannabis medicine when so many are going into psychosis. I have a son

who went into psychosis and then told he is bipolar. He has gone into psychosis

many times using cannabis. I know many others who also have gone into

psychosis.
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Who diagnosed him with Psychosis? Cannabis does not cause Psychosis! If

what he was smoking was laced with something else that he bought off the

street, then yes, there is no telling what it led to, but I do not buy into Cannabis

causing Psychosis! Big pharma products cause Psychosis! Big Pharma is

corrupt, and they do not want you healthy. What have we learned in the last

four years? For some, it was nothing
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Gabriella May 19 · edited May 19

We took him to ER as he was not sleeping, going back and forth from

laughing and crying, delusional, hallucinating, talking about random off

the wall stuff. Believing he had special powers. His girlfriend and he used

cannabis daily for several years. We took him to ER because we had no

idea what was going on and we thought maybe he had a brain tumor or

brain infection. ER admitted him to Behavioral Health Unit. Of course he

was put on meds. We researched for alternatives. Sent him to Arizona for

detox and to get healthy, get off meds and stop using cannabis. Our son

would come home and shortly after return to using cannabis and within 6

mos. Would become manic, grandiose, delusional, not sleep, wander the

streets at night and get picked up by police. Have lived with it for 8 years.
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edited May 19

Not cannabis related! What do you know about the Endocannabinoid

system? Drugs that do cause Psychosis are Methamphetamine and

Cocaine but mostly Meth! Sounds like he got a hold of something

that was laced with something other than Cannabis! It also, depends

where he purchased his cannabis! Cannabis is benign and is a

medication if you know anything about it and it active compounds!
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I have a terrible reaction to THC, granted they were heavy doses

on two occasions. I experienced pain outside of my body and

was going in and out of reality. I know with 100% certainty that

what I smoked/consumed was not laced.

I since tried smaller amounts with a milder reaction but still very

uncomfortable.

I'm not saying this equals what Gabriella's son went through but

just that dosage and individual reactions can be a bigger deal

than one would anticipate.
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Beverley, I understand, I will be doing a 5-6 part teachong

series on the medicinal use of Cannabis! For pain you want

to use a sublingual decarboxylated CBD oil that has less

than .7% THC which is legal in pretty much every state and

has 20-23% CBD however terpene profile of the strain is

more important than the CBD percentage!
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Gabriella May 19 · edited May 19

Then what is the cause of my son’s behavior?

Don’t no about Endocannabinoid system. I just see the merry-

go-round results of my son using cannabis. He did not get his

cannabis from off the street, always from dispensaries.
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Kellzilla May 16

It's high time to have the ultimate vax - unvax 20 year study. Plenty of new families are ready

to enroll in a study like that. Once and for all , we can solve the Autism debate.
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Deanna Kline May 16

it is already solved. We can read all about it in the book Inoculated- How Science Lost its

Soul- by Kent Heckenlively. It was a CDC cover-up whistle blown. This has also been

known for years.
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Absolutely 

💯
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Kristen May 17

Dr Paul Thomas did his study and guess what? It’s been thwarted, Dr P demonized +

attacked, plus it was hidden, and taken down. And Dr P’s license taken.

The evidence has been shown when the Autism in BLK boys came out. Again, hidden,

thwarted, demonized, the persons credibility attacked & he lost his job.

👉

So in light of how the GOVT ATTACKS we’re not going to get a good study.

👉

 Plus

they won’t do them.

👉💥

We’d HAVE TO FORCE THEM & OR DO IT OURSELVES .. LIKE DR PAUL THOMAS

DID. I have the screenshots of this study as presented on ALT media, but I’ve never been

able to find that study anywhere thou.
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Sez777 May 17

The study by Paul Thomas also showed that not a single unvaccinated kid got

ADHD.

CHD's "Vaxxed" documentary is notable for displaying how calm unvaxxed children

are, while their counterparts are bouncing off the walls and being completely

disruptive.

This is brain inflammation in action.
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Marcella Amlie El Substack de Marcella May 18

Wasn't this the same study that also reports the sperm count of BLK boys goes

way down after the vaccine schedule - even more than WHT boys?
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Stella Bell May 16

Can you do a report on the O posutive blood type and how the covid shots are made to wipe

out that specific bllod type? The vaccine shedding weaponizes any latent bad genes. I have

seen lupus, factor 5 clotting, and other disease factors.yesterday I spoke with a phsrmscit

and thry are starting to see this trend. Yet when you talk tp the congress people or senstors

you get no response. Gee I wonder why. Pharmaceutical companies donate yo senators and

congressional people.
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Oh wow. I had not heard that. Isn't O+ one of the most common types. Guess I'm going

down rabbit holes tonight. Also heard recently that RH- only came around the 1500's

and that it was maybe gene editing back then. Interesting stuff.
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Kristen May 17

I’d like to know more on 0 Positive phenomena you’re taking about.

Interesting info you’re presenting here even thou the typeos are super bad..& I’m Not

sure why that is.
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I have had cateract surgery and it’s hard to type on the cell. It’s been a series of

revelations since the eclipse. And you can put together things and events from the

fifties. I talked with all my friends and I am one of two who had O positive blood.

The other one didn’t become ill. I have had a life of poisoning. It does not help your

immune system. We are organic, no conventional medicine. It was being around

freshly jabbed even though one had a mask. The dentist.
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Stella Bell May 18

Hi Kristen sorry about the typos. Cataract surgery on one eye . Sm type is very

hard. Deanna Kline says it’s a cdc cover up. I wanted to know how many folks were

suffering from the shedding and if they were aware of that as a factor. Plus being

untaxed.

It’s seems o positive blood types a the targets.
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AMEN!!!!
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thomas mac./john a. thomas’s Substack May 16

This Will ‘Save Lives’ ! T Y There are parents who suspected what this good doctor has revealed

and never vaxxxx there precious little ones ! by the Grace of God i was one . It only took the

[commonest of sense] to Know ! Sticking a needle containing (junk) in the body of a fresh New

Born IS Unnatural it violates Nature. Keep the Vital work you do Greg ! Keep it coming we are

listening. Much love bro.
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Yes, it is unnatural!

It has been 'naturalized', sold to the public as 'health insurance'.

But it doesn't make one 'healthy' at all!
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Casey May 16

Good morning Greg …….how sad 

😔

Dutiful mothers thinking they’re doing the right thing by getting the shots…….

Public schools wouldn’t let kids in if they weren’t shot up …..

So many evil lies out of greed ….
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I know this sounds harsh but mothers and fathers need to do their due diligence before

having substances shot into their babies and children's bloodstream. They would look on a

packet for ingredients if it was a food that was going into their stomach but not if it's going

into their blood stream! They don't even ask about it This is really the cornerstone of what is

wrong - people are too willing to believe a doctor or an authority and not ask questions. If

people asked questions, it would make our society so much stronger. It would make it harder

to be hoodwinked.
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MarisaB May 16

Agree 100% It just goes to show what a brainwashed population we have. So many

things that are believed as 'gospel' that they wouldn't even 'think' to question anything

(like vaccines).
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Casey May 16

Many trusted. In fact would argue and defend their doctors… most won’t believe they

would harm …..
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It is hard to believe that so many doctors and nurses and everyone involved would

turn a blind eye. They must be getting paid. People will do anything for money. The

money system has ensured they do through psychological manipulation through a

debt-based money system. It's so vile.
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debt-based money system. It's so vile.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Leisa May 16

Billions of $ have gone into marketing and fear mongering. Fake pandemics in particular.

Also, the babies are born into and via the medical, allopathic system. They are born with

a doctor, whose name is required on every document. The child can't enter the

education system without a doctor.

Parents are hunted and guilt-tripped to vaccinate. They are incentivised. Exclusion

tactics are used, too.

In fact, you get a negative social label: 'antivaxxer'.

The medical 'system' has become so integral to what it is to be human that it defines

our social status as parents.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

denise ward Sociophiles May 18

Very true. It's most important that those of us who know must be more vocal.

Speak out whenever we can in whatever way we can and change this narrative.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Gabriella May 18 · edited May 18

Problem is we didn’t know there was so much poison in the shots. Never given info,

never given package inserts, never told of serious adverse effects. I, like Dr. Sherri

Tenpenney, thought shots were saline with a little virus to induce an immune response. I

had no idea in the 1980’s, 90’s, 2000’s about any of the horrible things shots could

cause. I had no reason to question. Never read anything or heard from anyone to give

me reason to question, until my son in his 20’s went into psychosis then diagnosed

bipolar. He was prescribed meds and we read all the side effects and eventually thought

there must be some other remedy. Started looking into alternative treatments and

discovered Robert Whitaker and others. This is where My husband and I learned how

corrupt Big Pharma is. So until many of us have a loved one stuck on pharmaceuticals

and look into alternatives, we trusted the “highly educated” doctor's. So so wish I could

turn back time and not have my 3 kids vaxxed. Mother’s guilt pile keeps getting bigger.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Leisa May 16

The evil is the trust, stealthily gained, while funnelling the public money to an elite few, via a

lie.

Trying to tell doctors to embrace a simpler life is like telling them to put sunglasses on in the

middle of the night.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Kristen May 17

LOL love that.. sunglass at night. Which I DO!

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

9/11 Revisionist 9/11 Revisionist May 16 · edited May 16

Greg, I was wondering: Will you do a video on Terrain Theory and the claim that no virus has been

isolated and proven to exist vs the Germ Theory?

It's a rather important debate happening at the moment and your take on it should be rather

interesting to hear, especially seeing so many kids are getting vaccines for potential viruses that

don't exist?

LIKE (19) REPLY (8) SHARE

Greg Reese May 16 Author

I did one about a month or 2 ago

LIKE (20) REPLY SHARE

Greg Reese May 16 Author

https://open.substack.com/pub/gregreese/p/the-fallacies-of-virology-and-the?

r=jjvh4&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web

LIKE (11) REPLY (1) SHARE

9/11 Revisionist 9/11 Revisionist May 16

Epic - Thank you. How did I miss that one?

I follow all your uploads. Excellent video as always.

Just another question, if I may?

DEW - You have done a couple of DEW video's so far, but could you weigh in on this

book and the evidence it presents: https://www.wheredidthetowersgo.com

It was also filed as a qui-tam whistleblower case in 2007, but the "9/11 truther

movement" does not want people to know about it:

https://www.drjudywood.com/wp/court-case-qui-tam/

I wrote this piece about it: https://911revision.substack.com/p/wikipedias-block-listed-

911-scientist

Seeing the DEW tech has been around since the 1950's as David Icke also eluded to in

his 2002 book about the Twin Towers being taken out using DEW.

Read this, about Icke, if you have time as there is a rather eye opening testimony from a

man called Dean Warwick discussing what he saw being done by the US, Soviet and

British military in the late 50' and early 60's - https://911revision.substack.com/p/david-

icke-on-911

Would love to hear your take on this taboo 9/11 talking point that even the UFO guys

don't want to touch.
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thomas mac./john a. thomas’s Substack May 16

If at all possible Dr. David E. Martin would be one great guest for just what you suggest 911

ReVisionist

LIKE (13) REPLY (2) SHARE

Verity Love May 16

Dr. Martin would be a great guest regardless of the subject. He is so knowledgeable

about 911, convid, chemtrails, etc.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Sez777 May 17 · edited May 17

Sadly he's a freemasonic Globalist snake. One look at his company logo and his

Eye of Horus tattoo tells you exactly who he is.

https://gregwyatt.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Who_is_David_Martin.pdf

LIKE (3) REPLY (3) SHARE

thomas mac./john a. thomas’s Substack May 17

He is a mason’ and clearly intelligent, this does not make him more or less

than what is freely known. We learn or we stagnate.. i choose to learn and will

reject what I disavow.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Sez777 May 17

Thomas Mac what did you learn by reading the pdf I linked above? Or did

you choose to disavow it?

Don't you ever wonder why - with all that evidence - David Martin has

never done anything with it?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

thomas mac./john a. thomas’s Substack May 18

Not walking in his shoes, and Most who’ve obtained a Formal

Education have had to Con’form or totally Re’form with little

assistance along the way . .

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Kristen May 17

Yeah they have to be in order to survive & thrive. But remember we’re in a

duality. And many of these symbols have both good and bad usage.

Also the USA was founded by Masons. They’re a sect of the duality I think. I

think they’re the “positive sect of negativity” that’s the balancer. So that

humanity can learn. Whereas The others like Schwab , King England are the

out of balance evil sect of PURE EVIL that knows no bounds. And has to be

eliminated from this earth. And the Masons know this.

My studies have taken me to this knowledge thus far.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

thomas mac./john a. thomas’s Substack May 18

The entity of which you speak i suspect are

english/french/german/russian etc.. they are Ev’ry [ware] !

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Verity Love May 17

I had NO idea. I'm not a fan of tattoos. What a shock!

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

Sez777 May 17 · edited May 17

Your sarcasm aside, you would actually be shocked if you knew who he

really was. He's a globalist through and through, and we'd do well to learn

more about the people we elevate to Hero status.

He partnered with the World Bank in his “Global Innovation Commons”

project, collating and recycling expired patents. It's why he impresses

everyone with his patent knowledge.

Due to changes in patent law in the early 1980’s that effectively removed

the need to prove a stated invention demonstrated success in practice,

selling old patents and technologies to poor countries is a very profitable

smoke and mirrors exercise.

He's the founder and creator of public equity index CNBC IQ10 which

includes companies like Amazon, Apple, Citigroup, JP Morgan, Exxon,

J&J, Pfizer, Mastercard and Visa. If these companies do well, David does

well.

He was made Chair of the U.N's “Economic Innovation for

Intergovernmental Renewable Energy” who expressed their intent was to

advance the ten principles of the UN Global Compact.

He was a Co-Chair of the ADC (Australia Davos Connection) Forum’s

Critical Infrastructure and Cybersecurity Councils.

What do you think these “cybersecurity councils” have planned for us?

From the ADC’s website:

“The ADC Forum provides actionable insights on the critical issues

important for shaping our future, promoting business excellence by
Expand full comment
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thomas mac./john a. thomas’s Substack May 18

i wont argue with all of what you have satisfied your self and in the

same token I commend your research ! Without the tools you have I

rely on the catch&can I do and have been encouraged by some of it !

Does This Make my (self) more or less clear (?) . . and. T Y

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Verity Love May 18

Not sure who you're referring to as sarcastic, but it wasn't me. I

hadn't looked into David's background, but I appreciate you sharing

here. I honestly didn't think about it because I was too busy

researching convid. Thanks for the info.
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thomas mac./john a. thomas’s Substack May 17

I’m not a fan of girls with tattoos but it would take more than tattoos to be

done with a comely woman to enjoy the company of’

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Question Everything May 16

He was still pushing germ theory last I checked and a lot of us have been calling out the

inconsistencies in his messaging. It seems like he is trying to pander to both sides.
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thomas mac./john a. thomas’s Substack May 18

Have Not we Spoken eloquently in Our recent past upon our fervent&pet belliefs

Only to discover embarrassment ?

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

thomas mac./john a. thomas’s Substack May 18

We All are specie of ‘Cafeteria Faithists” hearing what we can Only agree or tripping

on what has hamstrung us ! Take the Evidentiary Truth and ProClaim IT and damn

the devil to his shame !!!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

thomas mac./john a. thomas’s Substack May 17

I’d bet he’d stop you ded in your tracks for “still pushing ……….” (! )

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

thomas mac./john a. thomas’s Substack May 17

It is hard to take your head out of the stir it’s been put in for what seems forever .

Germs are Generic little munsters” lol

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Question Everything May 18

You replied to my comment 4 separate times, and not 1 of them makes any

sense. I dont know what you're saying...
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Sez777 May 27

Someone trying to sound wise and "insightful" but dribbling out absolute

nonsense.

4 times, no less! Lol.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

denise ward Sociophiles May 16

Yes! I feel that bringing out terrain theory more and more will have the effect of dismantling

this vile medical system and the reason mainly will be because they kept that term so secret.

Not even people in the medical field have heard the term. It is totally alien to them. How can

anyone be getting the best service from doctors if they are so blinkered?
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9/11 Revisionist 9/11 Revisionist May 16

Next time you see your doctor, ask him if he's ever heard of the endocannabiniod

system in the body.
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denise ward Sociophiles May 16

That's a good one. But I never go to doctors.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Roxanne Engli May 16

Viruses, nope. Exosomes and transmission, yup.

Check this out people:

https://open.spotify.com/episode/13tk0U71jq5oVe0apUzEfO?si=WTw9ujimSrufnm5XX3xsJw

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Franklin O'Kanu Unorthodoxy May 16

Hey Revisionist, you’d enjoy this perspective as: https://unorthodoxy.substack.com/p/why-it-

does-matter

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

9/11 Revisionist 9/11 Revisionist May 16

Thanx - will give it a read.
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Allan S Allan’s Substack May 24

Here is a 2 part documentary I did on 911 around 2010. I have it uploaded on my rumble

account. Feel free to share.

Shock and Awe # 1 - 911 The Greatest Show on Earth

https://rumble.com/vp6ntf-shock-and-awe-911-the-greatest-show-on-earth.html

Shock and Awe # 2- "Where did the Towers Go"

https://rumble.com/vp6qh9-shock-and-awe-2-where-did-the-towers-go.html

I have been an activist for almost 20 years and put this 225 resource page together. Again

feel free to share

We have all been lied to from cradle to grave.

https://tinyurl.com/bdu43d58

When a government makes it legal to murder it's citizens

http://tinyurl.com/3st68232

Download more of my documents here

https://www.mediafire.com/folder/c01hzp20flbo5/My_documents

LIKE (2) REPLY (2) SHARE

9/11 Revisionist 9/11 Revisionist May 25

Allan - I think I watched these a long time ago.

Re-watched part 2 now - Absolutely astoundingly well done, did you ever do a part 3?

Going to watch part 1 now…

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

9/11 Revisionist 9/11 Revisionist May 24 · edited May 24

I’ve made 3 documentaries myself…

Sept 11, 2001: Power Patterns & Identification - https://rumble.com/v485iu3-sept-11-

2001-power-patterns-and-identification.html

9/11 A Plane Story Uncensored - https://rumble.com/v3k3t3e-911-a-plane-story.html

9/11 Truth: Greatest Hits 2023 (Extended Cut) - https://rumble.com/v3xm981-911-truth-

greatest-hits-2023-extended-cut.html

Interesting you're not reading my substack?

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Lighted Lighted’s Substack May 16

Check Dr Sam and Mark Bailey u tube - New Zealand

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Nancy May 16

I watched an interview with this pediatric doctor on the Epoch Times. I have been against

childhood vaccines for many years now. How we dutifully marched our children into those doctor

offices when we were told to have them shot up with poison now gives me the chills. My kids

didn’t have many vaccines when they were little in the 70s but today, I just cringe at the amount of

poison children receive. When will big Pharma be brought up on charges of crimes against

humanity and dealt with like the criminals they are ? I look forward to that day.

LIKE (12) REPLY (1) SHARE

denise ward Sociophiles May 16 · edited May 16

The trouble with that is that the courts are just as corrupt. All government is corrupt and not

looking out for your interests. Have you heard of the straw man estate? It is an estate made in

your name that is created when your birth certificate was signed by your parents. Even the

constitution we think was made "for the people" is a fraud and was replaced in 1871 with a

fake constitution where just a few words were changed but it changed the whole meaning. It

turned us into corporate entities - everyone needs to learn up on the birth certificate fraud

because everything in law is hinged on that.

LIKE (8) REPLY (2) SHARE

Nancy May 16

I know about that and the fact that our birth certificates were traded since we were

born. If you can get access to that account, you may find that you are worth millions of

what will soon be worthless dollars. Satanic maniacs who hopefully will be burning in

hell soon if they aren’t already fried.
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Leisa May 16

Isn't it disgusting

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Dave Esplin May 16

I was not - and a lot of people were not - anti-vax prior to the Covid jabs, other than harboring a

suspicion that the increasingly intense vaccine schedule was responsible for the escalation in

autism. The medical industry has unintentionally woken a vast number of people to its shady

practices these last few years.

LIKE (11) REPLY SHARE

VickieDawn VickieDawn’s Substack May 16 · edited May 16

But don't try to inform your loved ones, don't try to save your grandchildren from the suffering

and misery of poisoning, or your friends grandchildren, or your sisters and brothers

grandchildren, or your neighbors children,because they will hate you for telling them the truth

about their God's, aka their Doctors, they love their Doctors.

I hate their Doctors, I hate their Politicians, I hate their beloved Uniforms, I hate their

Schooling,and more than anything, I hate their beloved American Empire, and I hope to see it fall,

the best thing that could happen for all the people of the world is for the American Empire to

fall.....

LIKE (11) REPLY (1) SHARE

Edna Womack May 16

Bold words, but I agree!

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

what's the DILL? What's the Dill? Substack May 16

Speaking of Financials;

"Today's CPI (Consumer Price Index) is irrelevant and meaningless. Yet people talk about, report

and mention it as if it is. Purchasing power is the only thing that matters.

America Has Already Collpased: People Just Haven't Figured It Out Yet

In 1952 a cup of coffee cost $0.15.

In 2024, that cup cost about $6.00. That's a 3,900% price increase since 1952.

McDonalds prices from 2019 to 2024, on average across the board have increased 141% (5yrs).

Americans can now hardly even afford McDonalds. It's so bad, the CEO himself had to address

the already dead consumer.

Our currency has been devalued by 98% since 1913 as admitted by the Federal Reserve. We

know its worse than that because that is a public number and the FED are liars and have a vested

interest in lying.

In 1970, you could buy 250 oz of Gold for $10,000. In 2024, 250 oz cost well over $500,000.

Average wage in 1970 =$9,500. One man could afford a house, car, wife and several kids with one

wage earner.

Average wage in 2024 =$43,000 and it's not enough to survive in most areas.

In 1950 the average house was $6,000. In 2024, average house cost $450,000.

Car in 1970 use to cost $3,500. 2024 a car cost $47,000.

It's already over for America. It just hasn't psychologically been figured out by the masses. But

they are starting to get it as the collapse gets worse and their checks more meaningless."

-Dillon Critique from; what's the DILL?

Substack Read:

what's the DILL?

https://open.substack.com/pub/blackboxpolitics/p/data-america-already-dead?

r=99p96&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web&showWelcomeOnShare=true
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JimmyT May 16

Just keep in mind how incredibly healthy the Amish children are because they get NO vaccines. A

great Control Group for comparison.

Louis Pasteur's Germ Theory has been debunked; the guy was a fraud and admitted it on his

death bed.

Don't take my word for it...

"VIROLIEGY

Exposing the lies of Germ Theory and virology using their own sources."

https://viroliegy.com/
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http://coronistan.blogspot.com May 16 · edited May 16

If I were a parent I wouldn’t vaccinate my child...

…According to the CDC schedule…

With a gun pointed at my head.

I wouldn’t vaccinate him at all.

I’ve been told the CDC expects every child to receive 70 shots in the arm between birth and 18

years of age.

I recently took a look at the CDC childhood vaccine schedule. I found the tables confusing.

But I did note the two lists of vaccines they want kids to take between birth and 15 months, and

then between 18 months and 18 years old.

This isn’t the number of injections; it’s the number of vaccines.

Between birth and 15 months: 20 vaccines.

Between 18 months and 18 years old: 20 vaccines.

40 vaccines. FORTY.

20 during the most vulnerable period possible—birth to 15 months. And that doesn’t include

vaccines the mother took during pregnancy.

So the CDC is Murder Incorporated.…

— Jon Rappoport - https://jonrappoport.substack.com/p/as-a-parent-i-would-not-vaccinate-my-

child

--

"They know when and how and why their child withdrew from the world, and was, afterward,Expand full comment
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Christiane St-Pierre May 16

The whole medical system is a fraud.

Remember J.D. Rockefeller who created "Standard Oil" also created the medical and pharma

there after. Remember about SNAKE OIL???

Here what the elites wrote in those days about how they will poison us...

THE SECRET CONVENANT

An Illusion it will be, so large, so vast it will escape their perception. Those who will see it will be

thought of as insane. We will create separate fronts to prevent them from seeing the connection

between us. We will behave as if we are not connected to keep the illusion alive. Our goal will be

accomplished one drop at the time so as to never bring suspicion upon ourselves. This will also

prevent them from seeing the changes as they occur. We will always stand above the relative field

of their experience for we know the secrets of the absolute. We will work together always and will

remain bound by blood and secrecy. Death will come to he who speaks. We will keep their lifespan

short and their mind weak while pretending to do the opposite. We will use our knowledge of

science and technology in subtle ways so they will never see what is happening. We will use soft

metals, aging accelerators and sedatives in food and water, also in the air. They will be blanketed

by poison everywhere they turn. The soft metal will cause them to lose their minds. We will

promise to find a cure from our many fronts, yet we will feed them more poison. The poisons will

be absorbed through their skin and mouth, they will destroy their minds and reproductive

systems. From all this, their children will be born dead, and we will conceal this information. The

poison will be hidden in everything that surrounds them, in what they drink, eat, breath and wear.

We must be ingenious in dispensing the poisons for they can see far. We will teach them that the

poisons are good, with fun images and musical tones. Those they look up to will help. We will

enlist them to push our poisons. They will see our product being use in film and will grow

accustomed to them and will never know their true effect. When they give birth we will injectExpand full comment
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bankangle May 16 · edited May 16

Along with income tax, inflation and outright theft through due process mockery, modern

medicine is just another tier of wealth skimming by the financial parasite; a parasite of negative

production. The object is to drain you of your wealth from birth to death (and even after death if

you've built up a juicy enough portfolio for your progeny through your hard work). It starts with the

vaccine sabotage before a human can even walk; before s/he files their first W-4/1099.

LIKE (8) REPLY SHARE

Annie Rosenberg elements of May 16

It is interesting to note that they are doing the same thing with animals. I do not over-vaccinate my

own and it is pushed. Each time I go into a regular vet, outside of our holistic vet, they guilt and

shame me. I have a rescue dog who we were told was probably over-vaccinated as she was in a

few facilities before we got her. When I adopted her, they told me that even if dogs are fully

vaccinated when they arrive, each facility usually makes them redo the vaccines if they are

unsure.

I had to work diligently to detox as much as I could out of her, but she still has major health issues.

If anyone is interested in reading more about this, Dr. Judy Morgan has a lot of information and

speaks out about it. The veterinary industries are making just as much money off these things and

I am sure have equally as sinister agendas.

https://drjudymorgan.com/pages/vaccines
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Sonja May 16

Great work as usual Greg. Any chance you have a reference for this document mentioned:

‘There's a document, 450 page legal document, that has tables showing for every single disease

for which we have a vaccine, there are more deaths from the vaccine

than there are from the disease for which we have that vaccine.”
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Völva May 16

So grateful I’m not a trusting fool.
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K Lolli May 16

Well, three cheers and a yay to the u.s.'s tax-exempt medicabal /medical violence industry ...

which, over the past five years or so, went from a rated #3 in world infant mortality to #1.

Infant death being the epitome of shame and horror, I am left to wonder what the overall serious

injury and cripple rates actually are. Too, we all know how profitable the in-perpetuity p~harmX

industy is, but I also can't help but wonder how 'well' our profit-driven funeral homes and medical

supply companies have been doing as a result of what can only be described as cruel and

unusual, greed-driven, maniacally passive aggressive u.s. legislation.
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T. Swarbrick May 16

Vaccine Holocaust. It’s heartbreaking. The only immunity is the legal immunity granted the

vaccine manufacturers by H.R.5546 - National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act of 1986 signed into

law by Reagan.

The rate of ASD, SIDS, seizure disorders, cancer and childhood cancers, autoimmune disorders,

etc. including childhood death, have ALL increased dramatically at the same dramatic rate as the

vaccine schedule recommended by the CDC (owns and profits from at least 50-70 vaccine

patents / huge conflict of interest) in the last forty years. Both ASD and SIDS were near non-

existent before the widespread inception of vaccines. The MMR is far more dangerous and lethal

to children than the CDC reveals. Gardisil, the HPV ‘vaccine’, is deadly to teens and young adults.

And the real kicker, when children contract wild measles (not the lab-mutated strains) mumps,

and chickenpox around 10-12 years they have true life-long immunity and protection from heart

disease and cancer throughout their lives. Then those women pass on immunity to their babies in

utero and via breast milk which protects the child until they’re old enough to contract the

infections (not diseases) around 10-12. This is true herd immunity. Vaccines cannot do that.

Child vaccine mandates are medical tyranny and have been passed to pave the way for adult

vaccine mandates; a type of twisted, genocidal precedence. Every parent has the right to choose

which medical procedure or injection their child receives. Pet vaccine mandates are also enforced

to normalize mandates of vaccines for humans. Vaccines for dogs and cats cause injury and

death as well.

Any mandatory medical procedure, injection, mask, etc. is MEDICAL TYRANNY which violates

Informed Consent, non-consent without fear of reprisal, the international principles of the

Nuremberg Code and EVERY individual’s sovereign right to bodily autonomy. Where there is risk,

there must be choice.

Few people know that every vaccine, flu shot, etc. is packaged with a vaccine insert (not the
Expand full comment
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Kenneth J Hinnenkamp KenKrypto’s Substack May 16

Clif High says it will come out that the Elohim worship cult designed the COVID program in

Synagogues. Please control your anger.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/RTIy1esfqwWy/
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Klaus Hubbertz May 16

If you pass-on this data to any adult member of the Amish or Mennonites they will immediately

get spasms from severe fits of laughter ...

because they've got the healthiest, and entirely unvaxxed brats in the country.
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Proberta Proberta’s Substack May 17

A reporter asked an Amish man why the Amish are so healthy and didn't get vaxxinated.

The Amish man replied "We are healthy and don't get vaxxinated because we don't watch

television."
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Klaus Hubbertz May 17

Long live the Amish and Mennonites !!!

👍👍👍

They're showing the gullible masses the only way how to survive the upcoming times:

Have a great time.
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Signme Uplease May 16

I watched that video. It's appalling what the medical system will do to children for money. Doctors

are being "Mengelized".
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Benjamin Golan May 16

Did these incentives and scoring protocols for vaccines start when princess Obama was

coronated back in 2008 with Obama-Care, or when did all this nonsense actually start?
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Robin May 16

Do we have a link to that 450 page vaccine study he's talking about? 

❤

Dr. Paul!!
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AnonInternetPerson geraldfrank11’s Substack May 17

If you find the doc please post and send me a link, thanks.
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Robin May 17

Maybe this?

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214750021001268
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Kathleen Melonakos May 18

This is a study about vaccines and SIDS but not the 450 page study Dr. Paul

mentioned, I don't think. I want to get a hold of that study too.

kathleenmel@yahoo.com
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AnonInternetPerson geraldfrank11’s Substack May 17

The bastards are killing our babies! I read the report. Hanging is too good for these

psychopaths, they need to be vaccinated to death with the shit they are injecting

into babies.
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Robin May 17

You are absolutely right but the parents are also complicit for allowing it.
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Kimpeccable May 16

The Flexner report in 1910 paved the way for Rockefeller medicine to dismantle standard medical

treatments of the day and replace them with pharmaceutical drugs (made, of course, with

Rockefeller-owned oil.) It had nothing to do with health and everything to do with money. In the

past century, the American public has been socially engineered to believe that doctors are gods,

and allopathic medicine is the *only* answer to treat illness which, of course, could not be farther

from the truth. It's shocking how violent people become when you question the safety or efficacy

or necessity of vaccines--that is testament to the power of brainwashing. When people are so

blindly and hysterically opposed to hearing any contradictory evidence of something that has all

the trappings of a sacred cow, you know you're in the presence of a malign influence.

I was never a hardcore anti-vaxxer before covid, but I certainly am now. I refer to the CDC as the

Criminal Depopulation Cartel, because essentially that's what they are. The evidence is in plain

sight, all the data you would ever need to be convinced that our healthcare system is 100%

motivated by money and not health, and yet the majority of people refuse to believe that their

government would do anything to harm them. I saw an ad on Facebook yesterday soliciting covid-

vaxed people to volunteer for a booster trial--when the phrase "died suddenly" is no longer a

conspiracy theory. That's how much cognitive dissonance the parasite class depends on in the

citizenry to continue their depopulation agenda while they rake in their hideous dough.
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AnonInternetPerson geraldfrank11’s Substack May 17

The Rockefeller patriarch got his start in medicine by selling bottles of raw crude oil as an

elixir to cure everything at county fairs. The entire big pharma runs the same model and with

the same disregard for health, and have now gotten to the point of bald faced depopulation.

May they rot in hell.
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Joe Van Steenbergen May 16

Only brave doctors who can do without the extra compensation would be willing to ignore the

CDC and take care of their patients. We learned during covid that ethical doctors are hard to find.
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Renee Marie May 16

We don’t need doctors…they NEED us!!!!

🤬
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KarlM Alias May 17

https://evolutionaryhealthplan.info/
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Renee Marie May 17

I LOVE IT KARL!!!! I already do lots of this, but this is a fantastic, extensive “punch

list”! Thank you! I’m keeping this!

👏🌞💁
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KarlM Alias May 17

Most welcome :-)
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Ace Ace Answers May 16 · edited May 17

I've been saying for years that the USA is an experiment. Will our betters experiment on all those

millions and millions of illegal migrants? What if they're hidden in the forest will they get

vaccinated and shaken upside down for loose change? Why aren't they paying us for the

inconvenience?
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Charles C. Miller I See Resolutions Substack May 16

Thank you so much for your work. Once people begin to see, the system will be taken down. It

can't stand in the light.
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mejbcart mejbcart’s Newsletter May 16

Oh, remember whom Trump honored in Oct 2019, AFTER he signed his executive order for NEW

TYPES of vaccines??? His great friend Edwin Meese III, the attorney general form 1986....
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denise ward Sociophiles May 16

Every day I am astounded how this just continues. What is wrong with adults? Why do all the bad

things just keep on keeping on and getting anything good has to be fought for?
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Kathy Kathy’s Newsletter May 16

This is horrifying how do we stop this? It feels so evil and overwhelming, people are truly bullied

into believing vaccines are some sort of miracle elixir. They've been trained to see any criticism of

vaccines as uneducated or misguided. Breaking through this well orchestrated mind game seems

insurmountable.
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denise ward Sociophiles May 16

It won't be on television or in any media. So it is up to us to speak to everyone we know when

the subject arises. Tell them that vaccines are not what they seem and for them to look into

the dangers of vaccines. Have a few links ready like this one, to pass to them so they can

educate themselves. What they know about vaccines is all propaganda.
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Kathy Kathy’s Newsletter May 16

Agree! I do this constantly and I actually work in healthcare! The look in people's faces

when you start explaining this to them is terrifying. A wall goes up and they immediately

withdraw. The brainwashing goes so deep it's scary! Even the ones with injured children

refuse to listen or believe it. I'm sure it's guilt and horrifying to think that your decision

ruined your child's life.
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Terry May 16

This doctor is a saint for knowing, and applying the truth, by speaking out and saving babies

❤
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JustAGenXWhiteguy

💯 🙏 🗽

Caleb’s Newsletter May 16

weve known for years. Travesty they were ABLE TO HARM SO MANY FOLK
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Elizabeth Schneider May 16

Well done. Thank you.
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Dachsie Dachsie’s Substack May 16

"the American medical establishment incentivizes pediatricians to fully vaccinate their young

patients, and fines them if they don’t."

I would object to the use of the phrase "fines them" as you can't be fined in dollars for dollars you

never had in the first place. You can suffer damages to your career and to the money making of

your chosen form of medical practice.

ALL of the so called "COVID vaccines" cause bad side effects and cause blood clots. [It is not

only the mRNA vaccines.] And all of the "COVID vaccines" mess with the recipient's DNA and

permanently change the genetic makeup of the recipient

AstraZeneca is thankfully off the market now but it caused a clotting diesase called

thrombocytopenia.

"Informed consent" was never even possible with anything to do with the "COVID vaccines."

What did they know and when did they know it?

God will judge all the participants in this big killing crime.

Our job is to just say no.
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Dachsie Dachsie’s Substack May 16

I learned a lot about "vaccines" and how they come in to being while studying the

"pandemic." "Vaccine" and "pandemic" were two of the word labels that the CDC changed

the official definition of.

I learned to distrust "vaccines" in general, all of them. Unfortunately the continual lies about

the "pandemic" and "the virus" caused a distrust of the individual primary care doctor

medical provider. We always, for decades, had held high respect for M.D.s and we entrusted

our health care to their intelligence and integrity. The brave new world of "health care"

separates the patient from their doctor when the patient must go in to the hospital. Then the

patient is assigned a "hospitalist " physician. The Internal Medicine physician you may have

been seeing for years as your primary care family doctor never even visits their patient in the

hospital to which they referred the patient. But that destruction started long before the

"pandemic."

(I know I read somewhere recently, and now I cannot find it, that there is a new study that

indicates the tetanus vaccine causes infertility. Sounds like a good depopulation tool to me.

The Dtap vaccine that every child gets could mean no next generation.) Also many adults get

the 10 year booster tetanus shot and if you get bit by a stray cat in your garage, you will go to

the emergency room and they will routinely give you a tetanus shot. (Been there, done that.)

Conspiracy researcher like me has been hearing for many years about the questions about

vaccines, from Barbara Loe Fisher and others. Won't even get started on the MMR vaccine or

the Gardasil vaccine.
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Andree Guinchard May 16

Attack from the Enemy of all Mankind from Darkness 

👿

 Protect your Children with God given

holy DNA 

✝

 from all these Murder Attacks

Listen and educate yourself with Help from Exorcists

Monsignor Rossetti- THE ST. MICHAEL CENTER FOR SPIRITUAL RENEWAL

PO Box 83014 Gaithersburg MD 20883

Also Fr Chad Ripperger 

✝

Almighty Father in Heaven 

👑

keep and protect you all 

❤
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DragonG May 16

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDyb_alTkMQ
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VickieDawn VickieDawn’s Substack May 16

I hope and pray that the end of this most evil and wicked American Empire is near. Hopefully

very near...
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JulieBelzeski JulieBelzeski’s Newsletter May 21

So wish I had known this level of crime was being committed back when my children were babies

in 2008 and 2009. I knew there were too many shots…so at least I spaced them out and only

allowed single shots…but still….had I known this, had my Pediatrician been a person of wisdom

and integrity and had shared this info with me…I never would have given any shots to my children.

Ever.

😣
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Frogman May 20

Shall we help stop the madness?
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beverly j welbourne May 20

Any chance of getting dr paul Thomas to make this great info into a testimony?

my email is bjwelbourne@hotmail.com
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nancy knox-bierman nancy’s Substack May 20

May they enjoy their rings of hell.
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doug May 20

There are about 500,000 sealed indictments standing in the wings, think crimes against humanity.

I believe there is a reconing comming. This vaccene situation is part of a planned global

depopulation effort.

It is not a simple matter of greed or incidental malpractice.
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Holley Osteen May 19

Im glad this information is getting out more and more! Thank you for doing your part! Youre saving

lives
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Matt May 19

I have seen the future Greg. The Western medicine death management industry is collapsing and

covid accelerated it. Wanna see what will replace it? Go see and talk to the providers (my son is

one) at Robinhood Integrative Health in Winston-Salem, NC. Their practice is unlike anything I had

ever seen and they are growing fast. They have their own infusion center in maybe the most

beautiful room I have seen. They have their own lab, their own line of supplements and an

incredible store for patients only. I stood and drooled over their library of books for their providers.

I’d bet none of them got the covid jabs. Theirs will be the model that ends Rockefeller medicine.
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Dina Barzilai Dina’s Substack May 19

RFK Jr interviewed veterinarian Marty Goldstein a couple of years ago. He said that vets are afraid

if they don't heavily vaccinate (my paraphrase) that they won't stay in business. They look at it as

their bread and butter. Dr Marty said that you can make a living but have to change business

model. I am going on memory here so there's more... but i recommend every animal lover listen to

that interview but also do a deep dive into pet vaccines. It's just as horrific as the childhood

schedule.
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Matt May 19

I figured it out 25 years ago and have been saying it since: ALL vaccines are bioweapons. And,

finally, because of covid, millions more are figuring it out, too. Silver lining.
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Cy May 18

This was good
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thomas mac./john a. thomas’s Substack May 18

You might see the other quips entered ! Interesting fer shur to your query ! My means in the

meanest of circumstance are honestly as is can be ! Thanks
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Corey Mayle May 18

We should be able to use the medical industry as adults for manipulating our parents into getting

us vaxed for the damages it's done to all of us
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Sascha Clauß-Theisohn Claussers Sicht May 17

Why is no one in the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services talking about ecohealth

working with an old Nazi foundation whose leader swore the demise of the United States?

German article about it: https://2020news.de/die-nazi-wurzeln-der-studienstiftung-des-

deutschen-volkes/
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Kristen May 17

So I got my hubby to listen and all went well until the info on the ALL vaxes causing more

damage…he wanted to see the stats on that and there’s no papers / studies presented here that

show these things. He wants to know how they do the analysis on the vaxes causing more

damage & how they figure out how many could’ve gotten say small pox & lived or died.
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Marie G May 17

This is criminal! Also, if you don’t take their death VAX they drop you as a patient. Next kid can’t

go to school! I am so angry.

Mothers should have their babies at home and homeschool.
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Barbara Charis Barbara’s Newsletter - Journey … May 20

The Original Agenda beyond money! Think about it! This current fiasco actually started in the

1950s with the "Well Baby Care!" Taking little infants and babies for regular visits to doctors. This

was not done in the past. I was a young mother in the 1950s...who went along with this. I did not

question the 'vaccines' that the doctor gave my first child. I did not blame the doctor, when the

child became very ill after receiving them. I thought that he was just a sickly child, like his father

had been.. Who invented these vile injections with toxic elements in them? Elements that could

create brain-damage and bodily harm by injecting them into the bloodstreams of infants and

babies? Was this "Well Baby Care" program related to the German scientists that had been

involved with 'experimentation' in the Nazi concentration camps? A number of these 'scientists'

were brought to America after WW11. Who created these 'vaxes' in the first place? They lowered

the intelligence of every American who received them! The pineal gland, the pituitary,, the

hypothalamus glands in the brain were affected...and it lowered the consciousness of all of those

who received them!
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Stephanie May 18

Do vets receive the same sort of incentives, bonuses etc?
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Troy Wesley May 17

There have been dozens of books written on the subject of vaccines since the late 1700's and

their dangers to humans. Its nothing new, deception/murder in the medical and pharmaceutical

fields is outstanding.
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AnonInternetPerson geraldfrank11’s Substack May 17

Where can this 450 page legal document be found, thanks?
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KarlM Alias May 17

As a non-parent; if I were a parent I would:

Keep away from doctors if pregnant without complications.

Keep the baby away from doctors, if not obviously (very) sick.

Breast feeding if possible. If not, try to get a surrogate (from the unjabbed).

Feed the baby organic food made with a slow masticator such as Norwalk (no plastic parts!).

No added salt.

Ground the baby (24/7) to a safe earth connection - small metal pole in the ground - NOT house

ground.

Keep the baby as shielded from non-ionising radiation as possible. No effin' wireless baby

monitors.

Allow the baby to drink a small amount of its own urine. Remember, while gestating the foetus

drinks and breaths a liquid, which is essentially a mix of the mother's and foetuses urine.

Reasons why, and other suggestions here:

https://evolutionaryhealthplan.info/
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Trinity May 16

Can you tell us why the medical community collectively denies that SIDS is obviously caused by

childhood vaccines? Like its some pact they all have..
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Proberta Proberta’s Substack May 17

SIDS

Autism

ADD

ADHD

Asthma

Allergies

Decreased Immunity

Childhood Cancer

Death
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Josie May 18

When Japan started postponing vaccinations until the 24th month of life, the incidence of

SIDS pretty much disappeared.
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KarlM Alias May 17

Same reason they are presently collectively baffled, as to why so many are dropping so

quickly.
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InfoCrypt May 16

The entire vaccine industry is for-profit population control. Nothing less.
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Renee Marie May 16

FUCK THE CDC. FUCK THE FDA. FUCK THE WHO.

Most of ALL…FUCK every single doctor with knowledge of THIS.

How many vacation homes, cars, college educations, gifts, lifestyles are on the backs of these

innocent, precious children of God/Creator???!!!

I have no words, except my profanity stated above.

And this is extended to every single soul that trusted these evil excuses for decent human beings.

It’s sickening!
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DAN SEG DAN’s Substack May 16

zero suprise ! ZERO !

THE SAND BUCKET;

V06.04.2024

https://drjudymorgan.com/pages/vaccines
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This population have their heads in

the sand bucket ....

https://open.substack.com/pub/danseg/p/the-sand-bucket?r=17pg9h&utm_medium=ios
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David Smith May 16

Please contact me at thepainlawsuit@gmail.com, I need media coverage for my TORT lawsuit

against CDC, DEA, and DOJ for negligence and unlawful activity, which has caused harm, torture,

and death to chronic, Intractable, cancer, and surgical pain patients.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Sharing and Caring May 16

Спасибо!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Charkate Charkate’s Front Porch May 16

Criminal.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Sober Chistian Gentleman Sober Christian Gentleman Podca… May 16

You might appreciate this podcast on the Regulation deception:

https://spotifyanchor-web.app.link/e/kFeUjQExEJb

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

barb rathbun May 16

Greg, sounds like the recent northern lights shown down from a rift just above many towns. I've

seen pictures of what people say are blue been tech. It looks like what I saw. And a few others are

saying this is what the recent northern lights actually were. It's being tied into a fake alien invasion

being planned to push us into one world gov't. What did people see in Russia? What are your

thoughts?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

KarlM Alias May 17

At least, they do not have the technology to do this:

https://evolutionaryhealthplan.info/#Lightentertainment
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mejbcart mejbcart’s Newsletter May 16

And is getting worse:

Cleveland Clinic Blocks Transplants for Covid Unvaccinated Children,

by Broken Truth at:

https://www.brokentruth.tv/p/cleveland-clinic-blocks-transplants?utm_campaign=email-half-

post&r=14nnnz&utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email&initial_medium=video
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KarlM Alias May 17 · edited May 17

Disappointing. Didn't the Cleveland do the study showing their jabbed vs. unjabbed

employees 'covid' rates? Looking at the graph

(https://academic.oup.com/ofid/article/10/6/ofad209/7131292) they had nearly six thousand

unjabbed workers in September '22.
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Synickel May 16

Great report.
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mejbcart mejbcart’s Newsletter May 16 · edited May 16

Thank You for this reminder!!! Looks like the >300mln. country called USa, got unfortunately only

ONE real pediatrician.. Dr. Paul just described the most satanic government on this planet, and

the Americans bend to them, while offering their own children for a sacrifice.
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Michael Almen May 16

Its called murder !!!! Wait until you stand in front of GOD He knows if you deliberately harmed his

children, enjoy your place in hell FOREVER !!!!
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Dean B Dean’s Substack May 16

Always a strong push for abortions as having children is stigmatized by many over climate change

and now this just goes to prove there is a depopulation agenda. Then add the Convid vaccines,

and some were floating the idea of "White Replacement Theory" which I just said this is just too

unbelievable. Then in NY the JFK Airport is going under multi billion dollar renovation where only

minorities and women owned businesses need apply and Bernie Sanders says there needs to be

more brown and black doctors as there are too many whites. I saw a video where migrants in UK

were chanting down with the UK Government and Police and how they will be replaced since

these migrants have larger families and eventually sharia law will be imposed. In Germany only

about 30% of their population are natural born citizens but those on the right are called Nazi's.

With coming WHO Pandemic Treaty that Biden will surely sign it looks like nothing but pure doom

and gloom ahead as so many agendas to be accomplished by 2030.
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Heather B Bliss And Blisters May 16

And that doesn't even include all the diseases that come down the line, although the Doctor did

allude to it, as in the unvaxxed kids are healthier. The first pHarma products that get all the kids on

the disease train is the childhood vaxxes. . SIckening, literally!
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Raven Business Coaching Raven Business Coaching May 16

Wow!! Incredible. Thank you
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jeffrey p lubina jeffrey p lubina’s Substack May 16

👍👍👍
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Beverly Lawrence May 16

This is criminal.
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Terry May 16

And where is RFK.Jr proclaiming this on the "campaign trail"?!
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Sage Hana Sage’s Newsletter May 16

https://rumble.com/v2samua-robert-f.-kennedy-jr.-summarizes-his-views-on-childhood-

vaccines-in-3-minut.html

----

"People call me an anti-vaxxer. But I'm not. I'm pro-vaccine."

“I don't think that we ought to be mandating medical interventions for UNWILLING

Americans UNLESS we know precisely that that vaccine is going to end up helping people

rather than hurting them.”
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Gayle May 16

He has been but the media will not acknowledge his existence. The media coverage is what

got Trump elected and they know that.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

http://coronistan.blogspot.com May 16

It's nothing personnel, it's business. So it's okay, right?
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thomas mac./john a. thomas’s Substack May 16

See B. klibans’ “business on parade” an appropriate cartoon/meme !

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

thomas mac./john a. thomas’s Substack May 16

Do you actually recall the Cartoons that would hurt my ribs from laffing so hard? The Cat

in the Hat posters everywhere and at least on comic book off the top “wack your

Porcupine” ?

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

R!CKYRANTS The Arts™ & The Science™ Jun 1

It's so obvious, but people are too scared to challenge their programming.
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Luc Kenbach May 28

Hmmmm wonder why they pulled his license... the establishment is attacking everyone who tells

the truth
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Chavaruca Marcia May 26

Great report Greg! And doctor Paul isn’t integer human being and observer of his patients…. Love

to know that people with integrity still having a voice to help our lost societies…is an honor to read

your to follow your publication. Went back to the video and after hear doc Paul! The sparks of

ethics and liberty are a path to follow with undistracted awareness these days to choose to be

around people like us…that needs worldly to multiply! It will happen with channels like this one!

Thank you lots!!
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Chavaruca Marcia May 26

I wrote ….Dr.Paul is an integer….! Perdón me Sir! I get very confident

When I am comfortable and write fast and send it.

Will double check next time! It was not a Freudian slip! Was my correct I bet because never

remember change the languages. Hope all will understand…Joy to you!
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Allan S Allan’s Substack May 24

I have been an activist for almost 20 years and put this 225 resource page together. Feel free to

share

In Lies We Trust

We have all been lied to from cradle to grave.

https://tinyurl.com/bdu43d58

The Autism Epidemic: The Elephant in the room

https://tinyurl.com/mz22pf3p

When a government makes it legal to murder it's citizens

http://tinyurl.com/3st68232

Download more of my documents here

https://www.mediafire.com/folder/c01hzp20flbo5/My_documents

Here is a 2 part documentary I did on 911 around 2010. I have it uploaded on my rumble account.

Feel free to share.

Shock and Awe # 1 - 911 The Greatest Show on Earth

https://rumble.com/vp6ntf-shock-and-awe-911-the-greatest-show-on-earth.html

Shock and Awe # 2- "Where did the Towers Go"

https://rumble.com/vp6qh9-shock-and-awe-2-where-did-the-towers-go.html
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Andi Pigott Martin She Laughs Without Fear of the … May 23

Thank you for posting this!
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Aaron May 22

Jesus Christ this is stupid.
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Shari Schreiber MA Shari’s Newsletter May 22

I swear, the Quakers had it right all this time!
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Art Curved Straight May 22

A cured patient is a patient lost. They poison us to dumb us down the minute we come out of our

mothers womb. They don’t want you to know this but, the good news is: WE CAN HEAL.

Hallelujah!
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James Hill, MD James Hill MD’s Newsletter May 21

Yes indeed.

https://hillmd.substack.com/p/incentive-payments-to-doctors-for
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KarlM Alias May 17

We need to start taking out the doctor trash.
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